1. Why another LIsP system ?
t bit of history
In 1981, the VLSI project of INRIA, directed by Jean Vuillemin0 began the design of an ambitious VLSI workstation, using a unique structure for representing all aspects (graphic, simulation ...). We were convinced that LIsP was a good implementation language for such a system, provided we could use one of the powerful post MAcLtsP LisPS. Happily (or sadly) hardware evolution was very fast and we inherited many different and incompatible machines. We were soon faced with the problem of transporting the system. The use of a real standard, portable LIsP system became urgent. As most of our computers were running under UNIX, we could have chosen Franz-Lisp [Foderaro&al61]; unfortunately, Franz-Lisp had never been sucessfully implemented on any other machine tmt VAX. PSL [Griss82] seemed a real interesting system, but, in 1981, it was not yet available overseas. Common LISP [Steele&a182] was in limbo. Furthermore, we wanted the implementation of the LIsP system on a new computer to be faster than the translation Permission to copy without fee all or part ofthis material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and nodce is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. Tocopy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
© 1984 ACM0-89791-142-3/84/008/0113 $00.75 of our products from one LisP dialect to the other.
1.R. Main goals and issues
Portability: we decided to design a virtual machine, IJ,M3 [Chailloux83b], instead of using a high level language. Previous experiments had shown the inherent difficulties of combining easy transport and good performance; yet we were not wj]]ing to compromise on the latter point.
E.0$vioncy: for the interpreter VLIsP was a good base [Greussay77, ChalllouxS0]; for the compiler MAcLtsP was a reference [Moon74] .
Envizonrrt~t vorr~fort:
The complete LE~ system includes the interpreter, the compiler, a lot of debugging tools, full screen text editors and provisions for calling external linked procedures. The CEcX programming environment provides a structured, multi-modes, multi-windows editor: BmMAcs [Hullot83] .
Co~pakibility : we put a great care in the choice of flmctions names, thus avoiding any dangerous synonyms with the other dialects. Indeed, most LzLmP programs run, through a set of macros, on
MAcLISp l~ke LIsPs.
Eztens/bilit~j : either at a machine level, with the portable virtual machine LLM3 or, obviously, at level.
State of the project
The first I~hsP system began to run during fall 1981 on an Exormacs (Motorola 
The evaluator, its originalities
We detail here some of the genuine facilities that our system offers.
Function arguments tree binding
As NIL [White79, Burke&a182] Any calls to the error-handling function, will unwind all functions calls up to the TAG control block in the toplevel function.
Although often sufficient this mechanism lacks of precision: there is no way to know if the exit of a TAG block is normal or abnormal. People often bypass this with the emission of an otherwise impossible result when the exit was abnormal. We propose a new feature to control non local exits : LOCK.
* = means binds to
The LOCK function allows to build blocks in which any attempt to EXIT can be controlled. Its first argument is a function with two arguments: the exit-handler. The rest of the arguments, the body of the expression, is evaluated by PROGN. On any exit out of the body, the exit-handler is called with the tag name and exit value as arguments. If the evaluation of the body terminates normally with value V, the exit-handler is still called, this time with the arguments () and V. Thus any call to LOCK always terminates through the exit-handler.
With LOCK it is easy to define new control structures such as ON-EXIT-DO, CATCH-ALL-BUT, IGNORE-EXITS, and so on.
Ignoring all exits form a given block may be written :
Catching all exits but those in a given set :
Evaluating form~ on each exit tagi, in an ADA fike style:
Note the use of EVEXIT to exit again on EXITs that we did not want to catch. specialized functions. This allowed the implementation of the LOAD-IN-PACKAGE feature, to automatically hold symbols of separate modules, in private packages. UNLOAD-PACKAGE is also possible as all atoms of a given package can be marked as garbage, and then discarded at the next GC, together with their values, functional values and other properties.
Tail recursion elimination
In order to minimize the stack size during a recursive computation, some forms of tail recursion are detected by the interpreter and the compiler. This feature, that first appeared in VLIsP [Greussay76], is implemented in LELIsP and has been extended on L~Lm~BO by E. Saint-James who introduced the notion of "obsolete environment" which became rapidly crucial on small systems .
This feature gives a very clear programming style, where recursion is preferred to classical loops. For example, printing an infinite table of integer squares can be coded, with no risk of stack overflow :
Tail recursion is also detected and unwinded within such control structures as IF, COND, OR etc.
An iterative computation of the factoriel function looks like :
Full name hierarchical packaging
All symbol names are packaged. Extensive use of name packaging allows to avoid all name collisions and local parameters capture. Packaging is performed by using a new symbol property: the packagecell. Packagecells holds atoms, whose packagecell in turn can be used to determine a hierachy of packages.
Packages can be declared at READing time with macro characters, or dynamically with a set of 2.5. User controlled I/O buffers LF.LIsP provides a buffered I/0 mechanism on both user terminal and text files, and an independant raw output mechanism on terminal. Buffered I/0 is controlled by software interrupts : conditions such as END-OF-FILE, BEGINNING-0F-LINE or END-OF-LINE, raise a call to a predefined LIsP function. These funetiom, can be redefined by the user to obtain the desired behaviour.
For example, in a big system that can READ things from files, the END-OF-FILE condition must be trapped at the toplevel, to perform such actions as switching input on an other channel, changing prompt or echo mode, re-initializing global variables and so on. To get this one needs only to redefine the EOF function in order to realize an exit up to the toplevel. User toplevel must catch this exit and perform the desired actions. This can be written:
Where ON-EXIT is a macro that generates a call to LOCK.
Some other user-controled software interrupts are END-0F-LINE (EOL), called when the output buffer is full and flushing has to occur, and BEGINNING-OF-LINE (BOL) called on READing when input buffer is empty. EOL is extensively used by the pretty printer, and BOL can be used for specialized I/O, prompting, etc..
The raw output mechanism is mainly used for CRT terminals interface, for example in the full screen text editor PEPE.
External routines calling
The DEFEXTERN function allows to call external routines previously linked to the kernel. Those functions can receive arguments and return results. The data types of arguments are converted to fit the external representation, and the result is converted to Lisp standards. Such routines may be used either to obtain side effects (bitmap display), to get information (mouse tracking), or for special library calls and numeric computations (fortran libraries, array operations).
For example the following expression defines SCALAR-PRODUCT as being an external LisP function with P. arguments (that are to be converted as vectors) that returns a short integer.
(DEFEXTERN SCALAR-PRODUCT (VECTOR VECTOR)
FlX)
The actual machine code of SCALAR-PRODUCT may have been written in C or FORTRAN (available languages depends on the system) and must have been linked to the Lisp kernel.
This feature has been of great help on SM90 (MC 68000. UNIX) to get full control on the bitmap and mouse directly from the LIsP system. 
Using the fast fixnum operators.
All timesare given in seconds of user cpu time.
Inter, comp and opt are time for interpreted code, compiled code with still interpreter compatibility and optimized compiled code. Pt is the pointer size, c is the numbers of memory cycles required to move a pointer. We explain why our interpreter and our compiler are so efficient, developing three main points: the hardware optimizations, the function calls, and ~ data manipulation.
Hard~vwre optimizations
The Kernel of the interpreter is fully written in the virtual machine language LLM3. The main LLM3 operations are pointer movements, pointers comparisons (for type checking), and stack manipulation (for both data saving and routine calling). They can be easily implemented as a set of assembler macros on any stock hardware.
When implementing LLM3 on a new computer we can make optimizations to get full benefit of the specific hardware of the machine. Those concern three main points : registers allocation, Lisp datas manipulation and nlicro-coding.
Micro-coding of various crucial parts of the kernel will be realized on VAX and Perkin-Elmer. Those parts include the beginning of the EVAL function, where trace test and type dispatching take place, and the construction/destruction of the stack control blocks when calling user defined functions.
Function calling
Calling IAsP functions must be a very fast processus, especially for SUBRs. LE]ASP introduces a more refined functional typology among pre-defined and compiled functions. With both fast access to functional value (FVAL), and functional type (FTYPE) of symbols, it yields very efficient function calls.
System functions (SUBR) divide into nine different types: SUBR0/I/2/3, SUBRVI/2/3, SUBRN and FSUBR. SUBRV/s are functions that accept a variable but limited number of evaluated arguments, such as GET/SET functions and some compiled I~P functions. Their introduction was a great improvement, diminishing the number of FSUBRs. Except for SUBRNs that pick them in the stack, arguments will always be given in machine registers. Calling SUBR only requires dispatching on functional types towards specialized modules that perform arguments evaluation, and then give control to the function code.
Type dispatching is performed with very few machine instructions.
Evaluating 
LIsP d~tas m~nipulalion
The speed of the interpreter is greatly dependant on the efficiency of IAsP datas manipulation, and typechecking.
In order to obtain a fast typechecking we divide the memory space into separate zones, each of them being dedicted to a single LisP type. Typechecking is thus a simple pointer comparison with the lindts of the zones.
We provide zones for Symbols, CONSes, Strings, Vectors, Floating numbers, and for a HEAP in which we hold the contents of strings and vectors. LELIsP also uses short fixnums (in the range -32768..32767) that are not boxed, and arbitrary precision rational numbers, implemented as trees of fixnums in the CONS zone [Vuillemin&a184]. For a faster access to standard properties of atoms (FVAL, FTYPE, CVAL, PNAME..) we do not implement them on a Plist but with record fields.
All boxed objects can be garbage collected, the HEAP zone being compacted when necessary. 
. M_~_'_a4__
The MC 68000 implementations (Micromega, SM90, Apollo, Metheus, Universe 88) times are short because most Exormacs work could be used.
The time spent for the last implementations, on fully different machines, is significant of the present transportability state of LELIse.
Philosophy of implementation

Implementing
LELIsP on a new computer requires the implementation of the virtual machine language LLM3, and the coding of an initializer, and of a small runtime for special devices (bitmap, mouse). LLM3 is best implemented as a set of assembler macros, or cross expansed with an other LIsP system; the initializer and runriffle are often written in a high level language (C, Pa/l).
Most implementations of LLM3 needs a run-time library providing such functions as file I/O and system interface. This library, quite small, is generaly written in a high level language (PL/1, C, Pascal).
For our implementations on UNIX systems, a C expanser and a C initializer were used. The MC68000 versions have been cross-expansed on our VAX. The Multies version used a Maelisp expanser, a PL/1 initializer and a PL/1 library. The implementation is fully described in [Devin84].
The compiler
We think a good Lisp compiler must :
-guarantee full compatibility with the interprefer, especially for the binding of variables.
provide, at least, a ten time performance improvement (this looks small, but the ir!Lerpreter is fast 9.
-be quick and small.
We insist on the first point, for it allows debugging under the control of the interpreter. With a very efficient interpreter, and LELISP has one, compilation is not anymore needed before evaluation, but must be regarded as a final improvement.
For easy implementation our compiler works in two passes. The first one produces LLM3 code, in a LAP form.
The second one, performed by a machine-dependent loader, translate IA.M3 to binary code, with peephole optimizations. The whole process of compilation takes place in the LIsP environment. We call it in-core compilation.
We allow separate compiiation and loading of pro-compiled modules, although such features are less crucial, since the operations of loading and compilation are fast.
The compiler accepts optional declarations, but works well without any. It automatically computes the scope of local arguments and optimizes the allocation of LLMB registers. Needless to say, the compiler and the loader, both written in LISP, can be compiled.
The use of a virtual machine language as an intermediary for compilation has proved very efficient : for large systems, such as the ML compiler [Cousineau84], LELIsP is now about two times faster than Franz-Lisp (VAX l 1/780 [_..NIX).
The LEhsI~ Programming Environment
A lot of work has been made to provide LzL~P with a powerful programming environm,.:[aL We overview some of its tools.
Clnfx: an Object Oriented Extension
CEYX [Hullo[83] is a Lisp extension allowing to create and manipulate objects: objects are the combination of a record like structure with a set of semantical properties which are tile basic actions that can be performed on such structures.
As in Smalltalk [Goldberg82], Loops [Bobrow83] and LIsP Machine Flavors [Weinreb&alSl], objects are arranged by families in a hierarchical manner so that they inherit properties of their ancestors.
CEYx is itself written in CEYX: it has been bootstrapped.
All primitive objects are thus made available to the user. It makes the system fully extensible by the user.
Vprint : a Universal Pretty Printer
Vprint [Hullot84] is a pretty printer, which can be compared to [WatersS1]: it allows to specify fully a textual representation for any ~se or CErx structure. It is implemented as a virtual printing machine (a CEVX object) with semantical properties intended : -to compose text horizontally and vertically, -to insert (optional) cutpoints, -to print characters.
The output of this virtual machine is directed to an output device, which can be a terminal, a file, a screen window .... Vprint is used extensively in BmMAcs, our universal editor, to maintain interactively textual representations of CEYX objects in windows.
CXYA~ : a Parser Generator
We have seen how to produce textual representations of LisP or CEYx structures in using Vprint. Conversely, we use CxYAcc [Berry83] to generate parsers producing internal CEYX structures from a textual representation.
The well-known Yacc [Johnson75] universal-parsers meta-parser has been modified so as to generate CEYX parsers instead of C-parsers.
CxYAcc has been used since 1982 to generate parsers for new programming languages under development. Moreover it is used in BmMAcs to allow mixed edition: at any time the user can choose to edit programs either on their textual representation using the BmMAcs textual mode, or on their internal CEYX representation using the BmMAcs hierarchical mode. The communication between the two modes is then insured by Vprint and the parser generated by CxYAcc. -Hierarchy Editor, which works on any kind of CEYX structures. It consists in a basic management system for keeping pointers onto a structure and some selected substructUres. Vprint is used to maintain interactively on windows a textual representation of the structures being edited. To each kind of structure is associated a set of actions (its semantical properties and the ones it inherits) which can be applied to instances of this structure. These actions are the basic menu of the pointed structure and can be activated either by keyboard keys or by pointing on displayed menus.
-Tree Editor. It is a refinement of the Hierarchy Editor focusing on the tree structure. 
Applications
LELISP is now widely used in European Research Centers, Universities and Industries. We present in this section some interesting applications. 
VLSI Design
Symbolic computation
The Formel system developed by G. Huet and his co-workers at INRIA is running on LELIsP. This syst, em, based on primitives for manipulating first order terms (matching, unification, associative and commutative unification), as described in [HullotS0] 
Design of Programming Languages
The LELIsP programming environment is especially well suited to conduct research on new programming languages: the abstract syntax of the language can be specified using the CEVX tree structure, its concrete syntax can be produced by Vprint and a parser can be generated by CxYAce. Moreover, as soon as the abstract syntax is being defined, BmMAcs gives for free a generic edition scheme which can be refined incrementally. It has been extensively used 
Future developments
Future work on the system will be :
-Micro coding of vital parts of the kernel. This operation will be realized on VAX/780, and Perkin Elmer 32/50. On SM90 we will micro code a separate processor to test various architectures for the future LISP chip.
Multi-processors architecture,
around the MC68000 based SMg0. We will use three MC68000 processors, the first one devoted LELIsP, with 2 mega bytes of private memory, the second one to the UNIX system, and the last one dealing with a colored bitmap.
-LLM3 chip: we will build, with the Sycomore project, a complete processor running LLM3.
